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Introduction
Golden Eagle home ranges in North-East
Scotland are known to be among the most
productive in terms of fledged young per pair
(Watson et al. 1992, Eaton et al. 2007, Hayhow
et al. 2017). However, these ranges have low
occupancy rates and the eagles that are found
in them demonstrate the demographic charac-
teristics of sink populations (Whitfield et al.
2004). As a consequence, these home ranges
fail the tests of favourable conservation status
set out in Whitfield et al. (2008). The Golden
Eagle ranges in North-East Scotland have been
systematically monitored by the North-East
Scotland Raptor Study Group (NESRSG) since
the group’s formation in 1981, and for many
ranges the known history goes back much
further. Here we use observational data from
year-round monitoring, breeding records, and
location data from satellite-tagged eagles to
relate the 40-year history of one range and the
eagles that have occupied it. 

The recent history of Golden
Eagles in a North-East Scotland
home range

Chronology
2020: In the spring of 2020, the known eyries
in the home range were checked for occupancy
and signs of breeding. In the south of the range
in a steep-sided glen, in an isolated Scots pine,
a female Golden Eagle was found incubating
and drifting overhead the male of the pair kept
watch on the area. This Scots pine was the
favoured eyrie in the range; it was a large
structure of sticks and heather stems that had
been built up and added to by many eagles over
the years. It had been checked in January, but
then no fresh material had been added, there
were no signs of recent eagle activity, and no
eagles had been seen. To find a female
incubating in April was therefore a pleasant
surprise. Over the course of the season the
progress of the breeding attempt was
monitored, one young hatched and grew well,
fed mainly on Mountain Hare and Red Grouse,
and by mid-July it had fledged. The adults’
plumage, particularly the extent of retained white

Plate 214. The resident male Golden Eagle in the home range in North-East Scotland, January 2018. © Alastair Pout
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tail-feathers, indicated that both birds were
comparatively young (Bloom & Clark 2001) and
also that both were new to the range (Plate
215). Photographs from a trail camera set up
later in the season by a nearby crag established
that the male was ringed, he was ‘042’ a bird
that had fledged in 2014 from an adjacent home
range. He was therefore six years old. The
female looked younger, with many dark
chocolate-coloured body feathers. That there
was a new young pair of eagles in this home
range, however, raised the question of what had
happened to the previous pair?

2010–2012: What is known of those eagles
dates back to June 2010 when a female from a
brood of two at a Speyside eyrie was satellite-
tagged by the Highland Wildlife Foundation. The
eaglet was named Cullen. Her tag data indicated
that after fledging she stayed close to her natal
area for much of 2010 before dispersing. In 2011
and 2012 she was recorded over large areas of
central and eastern Scotland, spending time in
the Monadh Liath, Glen Fiddich, the Ladder Hills,
the Angus Glens and Aberdeenshire [1]. By
autumn 2012, Cullen had become increasingly
settled, her activity largely confined to the known
home range.

2013: By early spring 2013, the positions
recorded by Cullen’s tag were around the known
eyries and roost sites in the core areas of the
range, in upland prey-rich areas, and along
prominent ridgelines west and south of the core
areas. In total she was utilising an area of some
70km2. In early April she was found incubating
in the most well used eyrie in the range, the
same as was to be used in 2020. She remained
on the nest until 12 May when she roosted away
from the eyrie in native Scots pine woodland in
the north of the range. Her single egg had failed
to hatch (Plate 216). Nevertheless, that Cullen
had paired-up and was breeding at three years
of age was notable. Her mate was in adult
plumage. Over the summer Cullen’s tag signals
became intermittent, ceasing altogether in June.

2014: In 2014, early checks of known eyries
indicated no imminent breeding, sticks had
been added to the tree eyrie and a cup formed
but no fresh material was present. Moulted
feathers and prey remains indicated the home

Plate 215. Tail patterns of 2013–2019 residents and 2020
residents, with clear differences in the extent of older, more
mottled feathers and younger sub-adult feathers with a
broad white sub-terminal band. The 2020 male is ‘042’,
fledged in 2014. © Alastair Pout
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range was still occupied and the pair were seen
mating in March although some distance from
any eyrie. In April, the satellite-tag was found
under a favoured roosting tree in the old
pinewoods; the straps had abraded away as
designed, and it had fallen from Cullen’s back
(Plate 217). Later, the pair were observed with a
sub-adult Golden Eagle, and a sub-adult White-
tailed Eagle was also present in the range from
April onwards. Further checks of the known
eyries, and searches for likely new sites, revealed
no nesting attempt in 2014.

2015: Early in 2015 the eagles were observed
around their traditional eyries and checks found
that material had been added to the cliff eyrie
and a rudimentary grass-lined cup formed. By
mid-April though there had been no further
progress on this nest, and Cullen and her mate
were increasingly being seen together around
old pinewoods in the north of the range. Here,
in early June with the help of the local estate, a
new eyrie was eventually located containing a
well-grown chick. The pair had constructed a
new nest, hatched eggs, and fed a chick
virtually undetected until then. The young eagle,
a female, fledged in late July and remained
close to the nesting area into September (Plate
218). The one caveat was that part of the nest
had slipped out of the tree just before the
youngster fledged. The eagles had built this
new eyrie on the contorted branch growth

caused by a gall and the weight of the nest,
which may have been started in 2014, had
caused one of the supporting branches to
break. In the winter, NESRSG members
strengthened the remaining structure, and built
a more robust alternative ‘eyrie’ close by. 

41:4 (2021)

Plate 218. The fledged female eagle, September 2015. 
© Alastair Pout

Plate 216. Cullen’s single egg in the old Scots Pine
eyrie April 2013. © Alastair Pout

Plate 217. The dropped satellite-tag April 2014. ©
Alastair Pout
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2016: The 2016 nesting season was a mystery.
There was no activity in the old pinewood and in
February the pair were observed close to the
Scots pine eyrie used in 2013, to which fresh
material had been added. By early April this eyrie
had been well made-up and contained a nest of

fresh pine sprigs with eagle down around the
cup, but it was empty (Plate 219). Scuff marks on
the trunk suggested the tree might have been
climbed. If there was a clutch was not known.
Subsequently, the new eyrie in the pinewoods,
and the cliff eyrie, both had material added. A trail
camera set up beside a well-used perch recorded
the pair mating at the end of April, well beyond
the normal date for egg laying (Plate 220).

2017: In 2017 the eagles returned to the
pinewood and, ignoring the man-made
alternative, they freshened up the nest used in
2015. Cullen spent increasingly long periods at
the nest as the season progressed and by 24
March incubation had started. The male could
often be spotted strategically perched with good
views of the area, but he also took turns
incubating, with several changeovers observed.
On 3 May the white head of a newly-hatched
chick was seen, and a week later it was clear
there were two chicks, though no sibling
aggression was observed and both eaglets grew
steadily (Plate 221a). On the morning of 11
June, however, the eyrie was found under the
tree, the collapse caused by recent heavy rain
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Plate 219. The made-up but empty nest in April 2016.
© Alastair Pout

Plate 220. Cullen and mate at a nearby crag prior to mating, April 2016. © Alastair Pout
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adding extra weight to the huge nest. The chicks
had been on the ground for probably a day or
so, one had severe head injuries and was barely
moving,a but the adults had left food by the
uninjured chick (Plate 221b). A small team from
NESRSG quickly arrived, reconstructed the fallen
nest in an adjacent tree, and returned the
surviving chick to this replacement nest (Plate
221c). Soon after the male dropped briefly onto
this new nest to leave food, and then Cullen,
having spent nearly an hour circling overhead,
also landed and proceeded to feed and watch
over her remaining youngster (Plate 221d). This

chick fledged successfully by 16 July, and was
still in the range on 22 December, gamely trying
to catch Fieldfares around a holly tree.

2018: In early 2018 it was clear the eagles were
preparing for the breeding season and evidently
quite happy to reuse the emergency nest built
in 2017, to which they had added fresh material.
Incubation had started by 21 March, the first
chick was seen on 30 April, and a second by 12
May. The season progressed without incident,
and the two young, both females, fledged
during July. Again, they remained in the area for
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Plate 221. a) Cullen with the two young on the original nest, 26 May 2017.  b) Early morning 11 June 2017, the
surviving chick found after the nest collapse with food left by the adults. c) Early afternoon 11 June 2017, hoisting the
chick up to the replacement nest built in an adjacent tree. d) Late afternoon 11 June 2017, Cullen and chick on the
replacement nest. © Alastair Pout

a) c)b)

d)

a This injured chick was taken into SSPCA care but later died.
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some time, one of the youngsters being seen in
October following behind the adult male as he
hunted in the upland areas of the range.

2019: On 31 December 2018 Cullen was seen
soaring over the old pinewoods carrying a large
branch in her talons (Plate 223). She
disappeared into the wood with it, then made
three further quick trips, each time bringing a new
branch. Checks indicated none of the known
eyries had been built-up, and further watches in
February provided tantalising clues as to exactly
where this new nest was. However, careful
searches revealed nothing, and the eagle’s
breeding activity petered out during April, with
the pair spending more time over the uplands
and only entering the old pinewoods late in the
day to roost. On 18 June they were observed
soaring together; Cullen, with her distinctive pale
plumage, had moulted a primary on each wing.
She perched in a Scots pine, and remained there
preening. There were to be no more eagle
sightings in 2019, save for a distant adult in
August, and an immature bird with a broad white
tail seen in November. Searching through the
pinewood in April 2020, the fate of the 2019
season was finally solved: a large upended nest
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Plate 222. The pair in July 2018, the male (left) and Cullen (right). © Alastair Pout

Plate 223. Cullen gathering nesting material,
31 December 2018. © Alastair Pout

was found beneath a tall Scots pine and under
all the sticks were the broken shells of two eggs.
Some of the nest had remained in the tree; like
her first nest, Cullen had again built on the
contorted growth of a Scots pine gall, and like
her first, this nest had also slipped out of the
tree. The 2019 breeding attempt had failed at
the egg stage, and the eagles that had made the
nest had now disappeared.
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Discussion
In the course of her life Cullen made six breeding
attempts; one failed under unknown circum-
stances, two failed at the egg stage, and three
were successful. She and her mate raised four
young to fledging. She also skipped a year’s
breeding after her first attempt as a three-year-
old. The pair built two new nests in an
established home range, having failed twice
when using the traditional main eyrie. Both these
new nests fell out of their respective trees, one
twice, resulting in the death of one eaglet and
the loss of one clutch. Cullen disappeared in her
tenth year, along with her mate. These events
perhaps say something about current pressures
on Golden Eagles in North-East Scotland.

The natural features of the home range span the
watershed of two valleys and include areas of
blanket bog, upland heather moorland, and relic
native Scots pine woodland; all areas utilised by
the eagles, as Cullen’s tag data showed. The
monitoring of the Golden Eagles in this range
has a long history: it was known to Seton
Gordon in the early 1900s, and visited by Adam
Watson and others from the early 1960s. A
chick fledged in 1963, but despite the
continuous occupation by adult eagles breeding
success was elusive. The prevailing view was
that gamekeepers were removing any eggs laid
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Plate 225. The 2005 brood, the last successful nest in this eyrie for 15 years. © Alastair Pout

Plate 224. The 1983 eaglet close to fledging. © Sandy Payne

(Adam Watson, 2012 in litt). Following the
establishment of the NESRSG in 1981
monitoring became more formalised. Thereafter,
the eagles occupying the range bred
successfully in 19 of the 25 years from 1981 to
2005. Three eyries, all situated in the same glen,
were used in that time, and 31 eaglets fledged,
12 twins and 7 singles, making the range among
the most productive in North-East Scotland
(Plates 224 & 225, Table 1).
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Table 1. Golden Eagle breeding history in the home range 1981–2020  (Eyrie codes: T, B, C, are the traditional eyries;
tree, bank, and cliff respectively. Those built in the pinewood are W, W2 and W3; W2 was the emergency replacement
nest. Fresh material added to a nest is signified by "m". M, F, ad, imm are for male, female, adult, immature).

                                    Eyrie                  Young
Year       Occupancy      Used    Clutch  Fledged    Comments 

1981            pair               T           3           0         Clutch adjudged to have been robbed.
1982            pair               T            2           0         Clutch adjudged to have been robbed.
1983           pair               B           3           1         
1984           pair               C           3           0         Nest collapsed and young died (after very heavy rain).
1985            pair               B            1           1         
1986    pair + imm F        T            2           2
1987            pair               T            2           2         
1988           pair               T            2           2         
1989           pair               T           3           2         Wren nest, clutch of five, in eyrie side.
1990           pair               C           2           0         Young strongly suspected of being taken by unlicenced falconers.
1991            pair               T            2           2         RSPB installed a surveillance camera after discussion with estate.
1992            pair               T            2           0         Clutch deserted, suspect disturbance by unlicenced photographer.
1993            pair               T           3           1         
1994           pair               C           3           2         
1995            pair               T           3           2         
1996           pair               T           3           2         
1997            pair               C           3           2         
1998           pair               T           3           2         
1999           pair               T           3           1         
2000           pair               T           3           1         
2001       > 1 eagle         T m                                 Non-breeding, early visits curtailed by Foot and Mouth restrictions.
2002           pair               T           3           2         
2003           pair               T           3           1         
2004           pair               C           3           1         Chick reared from 'new' rudimentary nest on ground after falling out of eyrie.
                                                                            Estate to the west changes hands. 
2005           pair               T           3           2         
2006           pair                                                    Non-breeding (adult F now presumed dead). New shooting tenants in estate to
           (ad M, imm F)                                            the south. 
2007           pair               T            1           0         Single egg did not hatch, track construction from December.
           (ad M, imm F)                                            
2008           pair             T m                                 Well made up nest, track construction~300m from eyrie by 8th May.
           (ad M, imm F)                                            
2009       imm pair         T m          ?                      Eagle photographed on the nest April, empty May. Immature M territorial
           + 2nd imm F                                             towards second immature F (adult M presumed dead) Muirburn opposite nest
                                                                            in spring. Satellite tagged female Alma present from April onwards, poisoned
                                                                            on estate to west on 13th July.
2010        > 1 imm         T m                                 Well made up nest, muirburn April, track extended, fence put in.
2011        imm pair         T m                                 Well made up nest, sub-adult pair copulating on 17 April.
2012     un-aged pair,       T m                                 Remains of sub-adult found close to eyrie in February. Well made-up nest and
                F Cullen                                                 un-aged pair seen displaying April, Satellite tagged sub-adult illegally trapped on
                                                                            western side of range in April. Cullen present from late summer. Satellite tagged
                                                                            male Angus 33 in range September and October.
2013    pair (F Cullen)       T            1           0         Egg failed to hatch, incubation until mid May.
2014    pair (F Cullen)                                             Pair seen regularly including mating in March but no eyries freshened up.
2015    pair (F Cullen)       W           3           1         New eyrie in pinewoods, partial nest collapse close to fledging.
2016    pair (F Cullen)      Tm           ?           0         Tree eyrie well made up. Tree possibly climbed. Pair copulating 30th April.
                                                                            Other eyries had material added later in season. 
2017    pair (F Cullen)   W+W2       3           1         Nest collapse, 1 young died, replacement nest built.
2018    pair (F Cullen)      W2          3           2         
2019    pair (F Cullen)      W3          2           0         New eyrie, nest collapse, clutch lost. Resident pair disappeared later in season.
2020        new pair            T           3           1
            M "042" + F
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However, 2006 proved to be another turning
point. There was no breeding that year and one
of the eagles present was in sub-adult plumage.
In 2007 an immature female laid a single egg
which failed to hatch. In 2008 the tree eyrie
contained a well made-up but empty nest. In
2009, a sub-adult was observed sitting in the
tree eyrie on 30 April, but a follow-up visit on 10
May found the nest empty. Checks in 2010 and
2011 found sub-adult eagles in residence, with
the tree eyrie well made-up, but in both years
lacking eggs. In February 2012, a dead eagle
was found near one of the eyries (Plate 226). A
post-mortem examination found it was a sub-
adult, but was inconclusive as to the cause of
death. By the spring of 2012 the range was
occupied by an un-aged pair, with the tree eyrie
well made-up but empty. In all these years, the
alternative eyries had been checked, and other
potential breeding areas visited. The range
Cullen occupied in late 2012 therefore was one
that had seen a succession of sub-adults and
from which no young had fledged in the
preceding seven years (Table 1).

This period coincided with notable changes in
the local land management. The eagle’s range
encompasses land managed by five different
estates. In 2004 the estate on the west of the
eagle’s range had changed hands and a
programme of intensified land management
aimed at ‘restoring’ the estate to a viable moor for
driven Red Grouse shooting ensued. The work
included a substantial increase in the extent and
frequency of muirburn, the construction of new
hill tracks, an increase in predator control, and the
installation of electric fencing and metal gates
along the estate boundary, all work espoused in
an article published in the Scottish Land &
Estates official magazine (Anon 2010). On
another of the estates, this to the south, the
sporting rights were let on a long-term lease in
2006. One consequence of this was that in late
2007 construction began of a hill track into the
remote glen containing the three traditional
eyries. The statutory agencies were not consulted
and by May 2008 a tracked excavator was
working 300 m from the tree eyrie (Plate 227).
The eyrie location had long been known to
estate staff and a police investigation for reckless
disturbance ensued. This was discontinued some
months later because, although there was a well-

made up nest, this was deemed insufficient
evidence of breeding. The effect of the track’s
construction on the river catchment of a Special
Area of Conservation was also sufficiently
concerning to prompt the involvement of SEPA
(NEMT 2013). The new track nevertheless
enabled easy vehicle access to areas that
previously could only be reached on foot.
Muirburn was undertaken on slopes opposite
the eyries in the spring of 2009. In 2010 there
was further Muirburn, more track work, and the
erection of a deer fence. Larsen traps and snares
have appeared, and most recently Red-legged
Partridge release pens have been built on the
moorland to the south. Another of the estates
has undertaken muirburn close to the eyries, and
in March 2016 organised a fox hunt along the
adjacent slopes. The use of bird-scaring banger
ropes and gas guns has in recent years become
close to ubiquitous on all the estates. These
devices are designed to scare pigeons from
arable crops, yet they are being sited in the
uplands in the spring and are audible for miles.
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Plate 226. Remains of a sub-adult Golden Eagle found in
February 2012. © Alastair Pout
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In addition to intensive management to develop
Red Grouse shooting, in 2018 plans were
submitted by a wind energy development
company for a 28 turbine windfarm on a 1457
ha upland site on one of the estates. The
turbines would be 150 m high, and the closest
just over 6 km from the eyries, well within the
utilised range recorded by Cullen’s tag data. The
presence of any Schedule 1 species within an 8
km radius of the proposed development is
deemed a ‘significant feature’. Hence the impact
on Golden Eagles was considered as part of the
environmental impact assessment commis-
sioned by the developers. This used a five-year
time-window to access historic breeding raptor
data, and conducted a breeding raptor survey of
the area (undertaken in 2016). The collision risk
to individual eagles was modelled using data
collected during vantage point surveys. On that
basis the impact on the Golden Eagle
population was originally deemed ‘non-
significant’ at both ‘regional’ and ‘national’ scale.
The planning process has, however, required
various revisions and updates to be made to the
impact assessment, and as of 2021, the
application remains under consideration. 

Faced with all these pressures, the Schedule A1
designation afforded Golden Eagles and their
nest sites seems to offer little protection.
Disturbance legislation does not appear to have
a deterrent effect and the burden of proof
required for successful prosecutions is high. The
construction of hill tracks does not require
planning permission if it can be shown they are
for ‘agricultural purposes’. Muirburn is covered
by best practice guidance, the ‘Muirburn Code’,
but this has not prevented burning close to
eyries in the critical early spring period for
Golden Eagles. The use of bird bangers appears
completely unregulated. At the wider landscape
scale, designations such as Special Landscape
Areas, or the controls of local development
planning, or the EU Birds and Habitats directives
(however now reincarnated into UK law)
evidently do not deter specialist development
companies from seeking planning permission to
build in these areas, to the benefit of
themselves and the landowners. If anything, in
as much as it constrains activities in the uplands,
the Schedule A1 designation would appear to
offer every incentive simply not to have Golden
Eagles in the landscape.

41:4 (2021)

Plate 227. Hill track construction by a tracked excavator in May 2008 past the eyries on opposite side of the glen. 
© Alastair Pout
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In the nine seasons from 2006–2014 there was
no successful breeding in the range. In seven of
those seasons nests were started in the tree
eyrie, but failed to progress for whatever reason.
Only twice was it known that a clutch was actually
laid. The tree eyrie was seemingly used again in
2016, but again the breeding attempt failed. The
exact reasons for these repeated failures are not
known; it may be that the sub-adults were too
young to lay eggs, although the succession of so
many sub-adults in the range is in itself telling. It
may be that levels of activity, facilitated by the
new hill track, were incompatible with successful
breeding. Deliberate disturbance or egg removal
cannot be discounted. Whatever the exact
causes, the contrast with pre-2006 is marked. It
is tempting to surmise that Cullen and her mate
were successful in the pinewoods because this
was a more secluded area and a less well-known
site. It is possible too, though speculation, that
the eagles moved into the pinewoods because
of their unsuccessful experiences when using
the traditional eyries. Whatever the reason, that
both their new nests fell from their respective
trees suggests that finding suitable sites, and
building new secure structures, is not without
risk. New nest building is cited only rarely in the
literature (e.g. Walker 2017), the longevity and
habitual use of traditional eyries being a feature
of Golden Eagle ecology that underpins much
research and monitoring.

The chances both Cullen and her mate, the
resident adults in the home range, died of natural
causes in late 2019 is vanishingly small. Golden
Eagles can live for over 30 years [2] and the
recent report into the fate of satellite-tagged
Golden Eagles (Whitfield & Fielding 2017)
estimates that, in the absence of persecution, the
annual survival rate of young eagles is 0.95 (CI
0.908–0.991). The adult survival rate is likely to
be higher. On that basis, an albeit crude estimate
of the chance that both eagles died in the same
year is something around a quarter of one
percent.b For adult Golden Eagles to have moved
elsewhere, abandoning the range they had
occupied for the previous seven years, would be
an explanation at odds with all the evidence on
site fidelity (Watson 2010, Walker 2017). Sadly,
the most likely fate of these eagles is that they
died through acts of illegal persecution.

Evidence of such acts has come to light with grim
and unsettling regularity. In 2009, the satellite-
tagged Golden Eagle Alma had been recorded in
the home range from April onwards [3]. She was
active around the traditional eyries and on the
higher ground to the west, from where on 13 July
2009 Alma’s body was recovered. She had been
poisoned [4]. In May 2012, another young
satellite-tagged Golden Eagle was recovered, this
one had two broken legs consistent with having
been caught in a spring trap. The tag data
revealed that this eagle had been on the western
periphery of the home range from the 28 to 30
April. From where, after not moving for 15 hours,
it made an inexplicable 15 km overnight journey
circumventing the home range, to be dumped,
still alive, beside a public road. It was found dead
a few days later (RSPB 2012). Neither of these
blatant acts of illegal persecution have resulted in
prosecution. What is more, these birds are just
two of 46 young eagles, approximately 35% of
all those that had been fitted with satellite tags,
which are known or considered to have met an
unnatural end, clustered in a few sink areas
(Whitfield & Fielding 2017). Cullen is in that
report, she is tag number 21197, and she was
one of the lucky ones in that she at least survived
longer than her tag. 

So, in many ways the history of Cullen and her
mate is indicative of problems facing Golden
Eagles on the managed moorlands of North-
East Scotland: the encroachment of human
activities into upland habitats, pressures of
development, land management inimical to the
lifestyle and needs of Golden Eagles, ineffective
or potentially counterproductive legal protection,
and levels of direct human persecution that can
only be guessed at, but which manifest
themselves in the disappearance of range-
holding adults and their replacement by a
succession of young sub-adults drawn into a
vacant range to try their luck.

The new pair in 2020 (Plate 228) have
managed to use the traditional Scots pine eyrie
successfully and raised a chick to fledging, the
first from this eyrie in 15 years. But it remains to
be seen what the future holds for this home
range and the latest eagles to occupy it, ‘042’,
and his young mate.

41:4 (2021)

b 1–0.95 * 1–0.95 = 0.0025 = 0.25%
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a) b)

Plate 228. a) The new female eagle.  b) The male eagle ‘042’ and fledged chick, both August 2020. © Alastair Pout


